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09:40 - 10:15  Five Rules of Contrarian Investing…. Does Contrarian Investing still work?

- When you have read about it in the newspapers or see it on the news, it’s already over.
- Buy when everyone wants to sell and sell when everyone wants to buy.
- No one sees a bubble when their income depends on it.
- Don’t take tips and don’t rely on sentiment
- What is obvious to you is not obvious to others (Long-term)

Steve Kelly, M&G

10:15 - 10:50  Inheriting tax – the potential pitfalls which may await

- Explain the advice which may to be given not just to recipients of lifetime gifts but those giving the assets away.
- Demonstrate how inheritance tax is calculated on estates and lifetime gifts.
- Explain the need for differing types of life assurance to meet the needs of those giving and receiving lifetime gifts, and ultimately the estate on death.

Kevin Holloway, Aviva
10:50 - 10:55  Professional Qualifications Officer
Ian Hart, Unbiased Financial Group LLP

10:55 - 11:20  Morning break

11:20 - 11:25  Membership Officer
Angela Lloyd-Read, Connor Broadley

11:25 - 12:00  Pensions – The Good, The Bad and The Ugly
- Understand - the real value of the state pension as a guaranteed income foundation
- Describe – the direction of travel the FCA are highlighting in cp19/5 and will this become a new option to consider for some advised clients?
- Understand – the risks and benefits of a partial transfer over a full transfer (blending solutions)
- Explore – how best practice enables us all to stay safe in the transfer market – db to dc and dc to dc – are there synergies?

Kevan Ramanauckis, Canada Life

12:00 - 12:35  What is RegTech and how can it benefit your business?
- The role of technology in supporting professional development
- The FCA’s direction of travel and support for RegTech
- RegTech enabling proof for the 2 key areas for professionalism
  a. Competency (Knowledge)
  b. Conduct (Behaviour)

John Netting, Sense Network Ltd
12:35 - 13:10  **Map your future**

- Determine the latest changes in the investment landscape and the impact on investors
- Understand how investment solutions have evolved in order to build diversification based on investors desired level of risk or time-horizon
- Describe the characteristics of a low cost multi-asset solution and consider its place as part of a well-diversified portfolio

Susan Rohe, BlackRock

13:10 - 13:15  **Chartered Champion**

Robert Wyatt, Barclays Bank PLC

13:15 - 13:55  **Lunch**

13:55 - 14:30  **Running a compliant and profitable business in 2020**

- A summary of the major regulatory and commercial challenges facing advisers.
- Insight into the ability of technology to tackle these challenges.
- Understanding the challenges technology cannot solve without good business processes.
- A brief, high level practice audit that delegates can follow along with during the presentation, leading to a clear “to do” list.

Dan Russell, SimplyBiz Investment Services

14:30 - 15:10  **Relevant Life Plan – Put Life cover on expenses**

- List the main features of a relevant life plan and who is eligible to have one
- Explain the tax benefits of relevant life plans
- Identify potential clients to approach with information about relevant life plans and business protection
Richard Kateley, Legal & General

15:10 - 15:15  Chair's Close
The content in each session has been carefully selected and can be considered for both structured and unstructured CPD hours, depending how this activity addressed each individual's personal development needs.

**Structured CPD** is the undertaking of any formal learning activity designed to meet a specific learning outcome (this is what an individual is expected to know, understand or do as a result of his or her learning).

**Unstructured CPD** is any activity an individual considers has met a learning outcome, but which may not have been specifically designed to meet their development needs.

Attendance at this event can be included as part of your CPD requirements should you consider it relevant to your professional development needs.